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Interpretation of Some Phenomena Observed
in Southern California Stratus
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ABSTRACT-Extensive obscrvations wcre made on aircraft flights in the marine layer over the Pacific Ocean
off thc coast of southern California. We intcrpret somc of
the cloud patterns as convective and some as gravity wave
phenomena. The ship wave and the three-dimensional lee
wave are observed and analyzed in terms of the accompany-

1. INTRODUCTION

ing soundings, as are other characteristic cloud structures.
From photographs of glories in the stratus tops, angles of
back-scattering can be dctcrmined with sufficient accuracy
to identify cloud-drop size distributions in accordance with
Mie scattering theory.

although, in some special circumstances, spiral ascents and
descents were made. Flights were confined to the daylight
hours. Many pictures of the clouds and haze were taken
to help in the interpretation of the data. Comments on the
visible meteorological conditions were recorded by an
observer.

This study is an attempt to interpret, in terms of the
appropriate theory, a variety of phenomena observed in a
field investigation of the lower atmospheie off the coast of
southern California during the summer of 1966 (Edinger
and Wurtele 1969). The data were acquired from aircraft
and of them we use chiefly visual observations from
color photographs and soundings of temperature and 2. STRATUS STRUCTURE
humidity. The phenomena discussed are classifiable as
Perhaps the most frequent stratus pattern off the
convective, gravity wave, and optical.
California coast is, simply, complete overcast with no
First, however, because of the relative unavailability discernible regular structure in the cloud deck. This
of the report by Edinger and Wurtele (1969)) we give a has been interpreted by Neiburger (1944) as associated
brief account of the navigational and instrumental with an increase in the depth of the marine layer; that is,
techniques employed in the field observations. A light a lifting of the inversion layer by some mechanism that
aircraft, Cessna 136,’ equipped with recording tempera- overcompensates the normal mean subsidence. This mean
ture, humidity, and altitude instruments, flew in the area descending motion due to subsidence has been estimated
from the coast out to a line connecting Santa Catalina, to be quite small-less than 0.2 cm/s-in the area just
Santa Barbara, San Nicolas, and San RiIiguel Islands west of the coast (Neiburger et al. 1961). The passage of
(fig. l), sounding the lowest few thousand feet of the even a minor synoptic trough may be associated with
atmosphere every 15 or 20 mi of flight.
sufficient deepening of the marine layer to form a stratus
The temperature sensor used was a platinum-wire deck. The most satisfactorily documented process is the
resistance element with a response time of about 0.01 s. diurnal oscillation of inversion height accompanying the
A carbon-strip hygristor was used to determine relative horizontal expansion and contraction of the marine layer
humidity and a Meteorology Research, Inc. (MRI) in the sea breeze (Neiburger 1944). At present, the stratus
recording altimeter provided the height above sea level. forecast techniques consist chiefly of attempts to predict
Determination of aircraft location was made by radio inversim height as a function of the prognostic chart.
navigational aids, dead reckoning, and occasionally by A much-needed theoretical treatment has been begun
radar tracking. A Moseley recorder provided continuous by Lilly (1968), but there exists as yet no theoretical
traces of temperature and humidity as a function of height. confirm a tion.
No instrumentation was carried for wind measurement,
When a structured pattern is exhibited by the stratus,
but qualitative information as to direction and speed one of the most frequently observed is parallel rolls. These
could be deduced from observations of the state of the may be very uniform and regular in appearance, as in
sea and from other visual observations.
figure 2. This phenomenon must not be interpreted as
Thirty-five flights were made from Aug. 1 to Sept. 28, billow clouds in the sense of gravity waves on the inversion
1966, during which over 800 individual “vertical” surface. (See sec. 5.) I n all cases of rolls observed in the
soundings of the atmosphere were recorded. Usually, the present study, the wind direction was not perpendicular,
plane held a constant heading during the soundings; but parallel, to the rolls. The explanation that suggests
itself most readily in this case is convection under the
1 Mention of a commercial product does not constitute an endorsement.
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FIGURE
1.-Map
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of the Southern California coastal area.

FIGURE
2.-Longitudinal

inversion. The appropriate theoretical model here is not
t h a t of Rayleigh, in which no mean flow exists, but that
of Kuo (1963) extending the work of Eliassen et al. (1953).
Their model is that of a statically unstable inviscid fluid
with linear mean velocity profile. For small negative
Richardson number, the horizontal scale of the rolls is
several times the depth of the layer. This scale is consistent
with that observed in figure 2, if one takes the depth of
the marine layer as corresponding to the depth of the
convective fluid.
The longitudinal convective roll must be associated with
helical air-parcel trajectories in the marine layer. Such
I

stratus rolls.

trajectories have been observed in the lower atmosphere
over Los Angeles from the motion of tracer balloons
(Angel1 and Pack 1967).
If the layer is highly unstable statically and/or if there
is a very light mean wind-both
circumstances being
exceptional over this region of the Pacific-the Richardson
number will be large and negative. Then, according to the
theory (Kuo 1963, pp. 210-211), the stabilizing effect of
the shear is reduced, and the longitudinal rolls break up
into a three-dimensional cellular structure. This is occasionally observed in the stratus, which can then resemble
a huge system in BBnard convection. During the present
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FIGURE
3.-Stratus

FIGURE
4.-Longitudinal rolls (right to left) and transverse gravity
waves (bottom to top) in stratus. Flow is left t o right, and San
Nicolas Island is to the left.

study, the best examples of this large negative Richardson
number regime were those of figure 3. Here, again, the
horizontal scale is two or three times the depth of the
convecting fluid, consistent with the theory.
The occurrence of both rolls and cells has been recorded
in the laboratory (Avsec 1939) and in nature (e.g., Malkus
and Riehl 1954). The flights logged in the latter work were
over the tropical Pacific (lat. 1Oo-25O), and apparently
cells were observed much more frequently than rolls (e.g.,
their fig. 3.36).
It may happen that some disturbance gives rise to
gravity waves of various types that will be oriented normal
to the wind direction. Figure 4 contains such an instance.
The wind here is from left to right and there is an island
off to the left under the clouds. The longitudinal roll
pattern is clearly visible; but normal to the rolls, in the lee
of the island, are wave crests of much greater amplitude.
The distance between the crests is perhaps 114-112 mi so
that, without confirming measurements, it would be difficult to interpret them as billow clouds. Another example
of forced perturbations on the interface is contained in
figure 5.
Here, the air is flowing right to left. just having come
over the shoreline, and the wave crests are encountering

in cellular patterns.

FIGURE
5.-Gravity

waves against the Santa Monica mountains.
The coastline is to the right.

the Santa Monica mountains. The wavelength is about
1 mi, and again we hesitate to make a definite interpretation. These are the only two such examples we have, and
our chief point is the infrequency or absence of the billowcloud pattern that receives such emphasis in t,he t,extbooks.
There is, of course, a source of instability and presumably, t,herefore, of cloud bands, peculiar to the boundary
layer (Faller 1965, Tatro and hlollo-Christensen 1967,
Lilly 1966). This has become known as Ekman-layer instability and has two preferred modes depending on the
Reynolds number. Following the nomenclature of Greenspan (1968), type B instability is the mode possibly most
relevant to the cloud rolls of the marine layer. If a mean
eddy transfer coefficient of about 15 m2/s is assumed, it
follows from the experiments (Faller 1965, Tatro and
Mollo-Christensen 1967, Lilly 1966) that a typical wavelength of about 4 km is predominant. This is consistent
with our observstions. However, the type B instability
appears to derive from the characteristic curvature of the
Ekman wind profile, and it is doubtful that the hypothetical conditions for this structure exist in the marine
layer (Kao 1960). Observations are sadly lacking.
The secondary flow patterns computed by Brown (1970)
are also a theoretically possible interpretation. There are,
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FIGURE
7.-Cxescent-shaped

downdraft area in the lee of San Nicolas
Island. Flow is right t o left, and t h e downwind edge of the island
can be seen in lower right.
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When a fluid with continuously distributed stable stratification passes over an obstacle limited in the direction
normal to the flow, an interesting three-dimensional internal gravity wave is produced. This has been computed
theoretically by Wurtele (1957), who cites confirmation
both in laboratory experiments and in nature (cf. Scorer
1956). The theoretically computed crescent-shaped areas
of vertical motion, concave downwind, are reproduced in
figure 6. The horizontal scale is that of the typical internal
gravity wave, 5-10 km.
An example of this pattern is seen in the lee of San
Nicolas Island (fig. 7). The wind is flowing right to left
into a crescent-shaped pattern of descending motion. To
use this as an example of the theoretical model mentioned
above, me must know that the cloud in this case lies in a
layer with continuous static stability, because the concentrated stability of an interface produced a very different
pattern. The sounding of figure 8, taken a t the time of the
occurrence in figure 7, verifies this condition. The saturated
marine layer is n o t neutrally stratified, as it usually is, but
in this case is almost isothermal.
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I

FIGURE
6.-Horizontal

3. GRAVITY WAVES
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I
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as yet, many uncertainties in this analysis, which is not
confirmed by the turbulence computations of Deardorff
(1970). On the whole, we prefer to hold to the hypothesis
that the banded and cellular clouds of the marine layer
are primarily convective in origin.
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FIGURE&-Sounding associated with figure 7; profiles show temperature (solid curve) and relative humidity (dashed curve).

Another example of the same pattern is contained in the
TIROS satellite photograph of figure 9. Here, one sees the
phenomenon in the lee of three islands, San Nicolas, San
Clemente, and Guadalupe and, thus, concludes that the
marine layer was stably stratified on this day over a rather
large area. In none of the cases is the wave strong enough
to produce a second downdraft region.
A part of the lee-wave phenomenon familiar to observers in mountainous areas is the Fohnwall, or rapid
downdraft just in the lee of a crest. This type of flow is
not limited to large escarpments, and an example may be
seen in figure 10. (The flow is from upper right to lower
left.) The fingerlike formations in the descending,
evaporating cloud are characteristic.
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FIGURE11.-Theoretical computation of the ship wave (Hogner
1922). The heavy lines mark the crests of the diverging and
transverse wave systems. Flow is right to left.

FIQURE9.-June
20, 1967, TIROS satellite photograph. Baja
California and the Gulf of California are in lower right corner, the
Sierra Nevada, in upper center. Note breaks in stratus in the lee of
San Nicolas, San Clemente, and Guadalupe Islands.

FIQURE12.-One branch of ship wave in the lee of San Nicolas
Island. The flow is from lower right to upper left, and the island
is just off the bottom of the photo.
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FIQURE
10.-Fohnwall

in the lee of San Miguel Island. Flow is from
upper right to lower left.
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When the stability of the fluid is concentrated in an
interface, flow over a limited obstacle will produce not
the crescent-shaped pattern of the internal gravity waves,
but rather something close to the classical Kelvin ship
wave (sometimes called a bow wave-a
nonexistent
distinction in a theory that applies to a point source).
Although this pattern is less frequently observed in the
atmosphere, it is very familiar as a surface wave-system
on water surfaces. Figure 11 contains a theoretical
computation of the ship wave by Hogner (1922):
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FIQURE
13.-Sounding associated with figure 12;profiles of temperature (solid curve) and relative humidity (dashed curve).

I n addition to the Kelvin model, we have available
computations by Scorer and Wilkinson (1956) for a
two-layer atmosphere in which both layers are stably
May 1972
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FIGURE14.-Area of descending motion over San Nicolas Island
and adjacent ocean. Flow is left to right, and the island begins a t
the far left of the photograph.

FIGURE
16.-(A) contours of free surface (solid lines) and bottom
(dashed lines) in nonlinear shallow water flow. (B) profiles of
free surface and bottom in a vertical section along the x-axis
(after Wurtele and Lamb 1969).
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FIGURE
15.-Same as figure 14, b u t looking directly downwind. The
stratus closing in just downwind of the island is evident.

stratified with a greater stability in the lower layer than
in the upper. The only major difference in the patterns
is that the half-angle containing the disturbance (19'28'
in fig. 11) is reduced to about 12' in the two-layer
atmospheric model. This difference exists because the
discontinuity a t the interface is assumed to be in the
vertical gradient of density rather than in the density
itself, as in the ship wave.
An illustration of the atmospheric ship wave in the lee
of San Nicolas Island is shown in figure 12. It is not possible from our data to determine with sufficient accuracy
the angle containing the disturbance. The sounding upwind of the island (fig. 13), however, shows that the clouds
are observed a t the top of an adiabatic layer, which would
indicate that the hypothesis of the classical theory is
more nearly fulfilled than that of Scorer and Wilkinson
(1956). It will be noted that transverse wave-system is
not evident in figure 12, but it is common in photographs of
ship waves, even on water, to observe only the diverging
wave-sys tem.
A much more rare cloud pattern associated with flow
over an island is shown in figures 14 and 15. Here the
area of clear air was primarily over the lcnd mass and
extended sufficiently far over the water both cross wind
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FIGURE17.-Sounding associated with figures 14 and 15; profiles
of temperature (solid curve) and relative humidity (dashed curve).
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cloutl of particles nt tingles closc to lSOo, the precise
tingle tlcpentling on the w:ivelcngth of thc light. The
observer sees One or niore serie-: of colored bands.
The theory intcrprcting the glory xi.; a XIie-scattering
phcnomcnon ruther t h i n t i n cwmple of geometric optics
is due to van dc HUM (1947). Howe\ycr, the coniputntions
froiii the hlie thcory arc formidable in that it large niinibcr
of scatterers are i n d v e t l : m l a \cry lnrgc number of
tcrxiis must, be incliitled. Thus, with thc work of DeirInencljinn (1969), i t is pas-iblc to itlentif\- :t cloud of n certain size di-tribution of d r o p with a corresponding scnttering pattern. This is (lone 11s follows. Figures 19A-19D are
drafted from data in the tables of Deirniendjian. The
cloucl types were selected by him us follows:
FIGURE
18.-Convcctivc

stratus o w r Haiita Barbara Island.

and down wind, so t.liat,we deduce t.hnt.clesccntling mot.ion
rather than surfnce heat,ing must be responsible for the
break in the cloutl deck. (The st,riitociiniiilus c,louclL.
3 over
t,he islnntl itre probihlj- the result of convective 1ieii.ting.)
The best t,heorct,ical niotlel for this pattern seems to be
that of nonlinerir sli:illo\v-\\-uter t,heory that, \voultl
apply to t,wo a t l i r h t i c 1:ij-ers with :L pot.ent.ia1 t,eniperature difference across t.he int,erfticc. If t,hc Froiitle number
and the ratio of the islantl hcight to tlie inversion hcight.
are sufficiently sniall, tlic one-tliniensional t,hcory
(Hought,on :tnd Kasahmi 2968) pretlicts 1% depression of
t,he int.erfttce just, over t.he obstiicle. This s i n i l k result
might be cspectetl in two tlinicnsions d s o , itntl comput,at,ions with the nonlincnr sliallow-writer ec1ii:it.ioiis
(Wurt.ele : i d Lnnib 1969) show t.his t.0 bc the ciise.
Figure 16 show t,lie contours of t.hc interface for n Froiitle
number of 0.3 and an island-to-inversion hcight. ratio of
0.25. The inversion is liftetl wintlwartl of t.he island md
depressed just over it. (The depression furt.hcr tlownstre:m
is n transient phcnomcnon moring ofl to t.hc right.) The
height riitio in thc obscrvctl inst.rince. is thoiit, 0.39; h i t ,
t,he Froutle number was 0.15, so that, t,he sunie regime.
would be cspected thcoret,ic:i.ll;v.
The sounding for t.his case is reprotliiceil in figiirc 17.
Note that t,lie layers both, below nntl aborc t,he int.crfiicc,
are dmost, ndiabcitic. This unusiinl condit.ion conforms t.o
t.he hypot,hcses of t.lie t,lieory. So f:ir :is thc souncling is
concerned, SL nonhydrost:itic, or billow-clout1 tj-pc of
w a w is also a possihilit;r-, mtl wc cannot, osl)liiin why t.lie
shallow-wtit,er mode seems so clenrly t o bc! prefcrretl.
(Stin Nicolns Island is iibou t 10 mi long.)
For contrast, we prescnt figiirc 18, in whicli the inarinr
layer over the ocean is clear, h i t . :i convective strtitiis is
fornietl just over Smtn. Barbam Islimcl :i.nd o w r thc wry
sniall island t.o the right,.

4. OPTICAL BACK-SCATTER FROM THE STRATUS
The flights tibove the strattiis deck presented frequent
opportunities to observe nntl photograph glories. The
glory-or anti-coronai, in tlic terniinology of vtin de
Hulst (1947)--consists of light bnck-scattered from a

C1-broad drop-sizc distribution with mcan radins about .i
pm.
C2-rricdium drop-sixc diatrihution with Incan radiii.; about 4 pni.
CS-iiarron drop-4zc di\trll)ution with inem radius atmut 2 pm.
c4-iim~nw drop-4zo di5trlt)ution with tnean radius about 4 prn.

'I'hc wnrelengths selected were in thc blue (0.45pm) and
rctl (0.70piii). It is evitlctit that, in general, the larger the
drops, the nearer to lsoo is tlie peak in the scattering
coefficient. I n cloritl type C4, the scatterers m e large
enough and homogeneous enoiigh to protliice double
miisinin in the hck-scat tcring, ant1 hence ii double glory.
We do not pretend, of coiirsc, that t i givcn glory will
determine riniqucly ti corre+l)onding tlrop-size tlistribiition, biit only thnt our obserriitions arc consistent with
th c nicnsi ired d i h b i it ion t;vps.
W c have tr:icd tlic glories of fipiirc 20 from photograllhs with identicnl cn1:trgemcnts. The :Ingle sribtended
b y tlie rnrioii\ glory ring-, e m bc iiiost :iccxntely cletermined from tlic glory r:idiiis me:tsiirctl on the 35-mm
tr:inyarcncy, knowing thc focnl length of tlie cnniern lens.
BecRuqe the film is oricntetl normnl to the sun's rays, tho
angle computed c i i n be identified with the back-scatter
nngle.
Using figures 20A and 20B, wc have mensured the
b:tck-sctittering itnglec;given in tnblc 1.
Tliw, the cloiitl in figiirc~2OT3 \voiiltl sceni to resmiblc
tlic t;\-pc ('1 with 1)~rli:ipsan evcri larger ~ n w nrciclius
:nit1 that of figiirc SOA to resciiihlc tlic typch('3 with :h silr1)risingly small 111e:in r:btliiis for strntiis. l l o s t of the glorics
o1,scrvctl fill1 ))et\\ccn these tn-o ~ x m p l e s .We dit1 not
niwsiirc tlic tlrop-size tlistri1)iitioii in the c*loiicls, brit
e:vlirr nic:isiircii~c~i
ts (XcibiirgtAr nntl Wiirlelc 1949,
1). 323) slioiv thc grwtwt frcbqiienc-y of droplet r't' (I"11 :it
nboiit 'iprn with R tliqtrit)iition 11e:ir thth cloiicl top milch
like th:it of 1)c~irIiieIiiIji:htl'st~ pc ('4.
An csaml)lc of iiiiiltipk rings is t1i:it of figure 2O('. Thiq
c o n t i n s thrw setr of rings. R e pres~inie thew to be
:issoci:itcd ivith it cloiitl of very lioiiiogcncous tlrol) tlistrihrition. For c.onip:trison ~)iir~)oseb,
n-t' iise lleirnicntljitin's data (1969, 1). 54) for :I single clrop of riitliiis 6.5 pni.
Thc cingles RTC givcn in tablr 2. lye conclude that tlic
cloiitl cont:iiiiccl a ltirg~1)rrcmt:qe of tlrops of just tihoiit
this sim.
On t~ xirimher of occjtsions, the slindon- of the tiirplnne
w:is quitr visilh 011 tlie cloutl \\ it11 no colored ring9
a1)orit it. Although \\ c hnve no coinput:itions for clouds
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FIGURE
19.-Back-scattering

intensity as a function of angle from data of Deirmendjian (1969). The solid line is for wavelength in the blue;
dashed linc in the red. The ordinate units are Pl(0)+P&) in the notation of the source. (A) cloud type C1; (B) cloud type C2; (C)
cloud type C3; and (D) cloud type C4.

of broader distribution or lsrger mean radius than type
C1, it is likely that such properties must have been responsible for this occasional absence of the glory.
396 I Vol. 100,No. 5

f

Our present data suggest considerable variability,
both within a given cloud and between different clouds.
From the photographs of each run across a stratus
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FIGURE
20.-Glory

on stratus top with (A) large- and (B) smalldiameter rings and (C) with multiple ring system.

TABLE
1.-Back-scattering

angles (deg.) measured from jigures BOA
and BOB
Figure

Red (outer) edge of ring
Yellow (inner) edge of ring

TABLE
2.-Back-scatteriny

20A

20B

171. 6
173. 6

176. 6
177. 1

angles (deg.) measured from figure dOC

Glory ring

Observed

Deirmendjian

1st red ring:
2d red ring:
3d red ring:

175. 9
173. 2
170. 1

176. 8
173. 6
170. 5

Haurwitz (1941, p. 287). He interprets a cloud 8s a wave
on on interface across which an unstable velocity discontinuity and a stable density discontinuity exist. This
dynamic model is easily extended t o one containing an
unstable velocity profile and a stable density profile, both
with continuous variation (e.g., Ludlam 1967). The
Haurwitz model is, of course, a limiting case of this. Both
models are two dimensional, and the billows are oriented
normal to the wind shear.
An unstable density (or potential temperature) gradient
and a stable (e.g., linear) velocity profile, as shown by
Eliassen et al. (1953) and ICuo (1963), can produce by convection a uniform alternating pattern of updrafts and
downdrafts oriented along the wind direction. We have
used the term longitudinal rolls for the convective phenomenon and reserved the term billow clouds for the shearing instability models. However, other authors (Ludlam
and Scorer 1957, p. 72) expressly use billow to cover
both dynamic phenomena.
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